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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several kinds of supremum of a set in a multi-dimensional Euclidean 
space have been defined (Zowe [S], Gross [2]. Nieuwenhuis [S], 
Brumelle [ 11, Ponstein [6], Kawasaki [3], and so on). In this paper, we 
reconsider the definition of supremum as an extension of the ordinary 
supremum in the uni-dimensional space. The most appropriate definition 
should satisfy some extensions of the desirable properties of the ordinary 
supremum and be useful for the analysis in vector optimization. As a con- 
clusion, the definition based on the weak efficiency seems to be the most 
appropriate from the above mathematical viewpoint. 
We will give an exact definition of supremum of a set in the extended 
multi-dimensional Euclidean space which has the two additional elements 
+ co. Our definition is shown to be almost equivalent to that by 
Kawasaki [3]. Some properties of our supremum will be investigated. It 
will be useful for developing conjugate duality theory in vector 
optimization (Kawasaki [4] and Sawaragi et al. [TJ). 
2. SEVERAL DEFINITIONS OF MAXIMUM AND SUPREMUM IN Ra 
In this section we will consider several kinds of definitions of maximum 
and supremum for sets in the p-dimensional Euclidean space RP (p 2 1). 
Though we deal only with maximum and supremum, analogous results can 
be also obtained for minimum and infimum. 
Let D be a fixed pointed closed convex cone having the nonempty 
interior in RP. The reader might imagine the simplest case where D is equal 
to the nonnegative orthant RP,. We use the following three symbols as 
inequalities: For y, y’ E RP, 
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YZY’ iff y-y’ED 
Y>Y’ iff y-y’ED\{O}=:B 
Y>Y’ iff y-y’EintD. 
The relation 2 is transitive, reflexive, and antisymmetric; while > and > 
are transitive and irreflexive. Note that > is equivalent to > and that 2, 
& and k are all equivalent when p = 1 and D = R, . 
First, we consider the maximum of a set Y in RP. We must recall the 
definition in the case p = 1: 
A point 9 E R is the maximum of Y iff jJ E Y and 9 2 y for any y E Y. Since 
2, $, and k are all equivalent in this case, we may consider three kinds 
of extensions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For YC RP, 
j=max Y iff jjEY and BLY for any y E Y, 
$EPmax Y iff j6Y and Y&Y for any y E Y, 
3~ WPmax Y iff KEY and jkY for any y E Y. 
Here note that max Y is a single point, but Pmax Y and WPmax Y are 
sets. It is clear that 
max Y o Pmax Y c WPmax Y c Y. 
We usually call max Y the greatest element of Y and an arbitrary y in 
Pmax Y a maximal element (efficient point or Pareto maximal point) of Y. 
An element of WPmax Y is called a weakly ellicient point or weakly Pareto 
maximal point. 
Now we turn to the definition of supremum of Y. If p = 1, the supremum 
of Y, which is denoted by sup Y, is defined as the smallest upper bound for 
Y, i.e., 
p=sup y for any y E Y; and 
for any y E Y, then y’ 1 j. 
The second condition (ii) can be written in the contrapositive form: 
(ii’) if y’<p, then there exists YE Y such that y’ <y. 
As in the case of maximum, we can consider the following three kinds of 
supremum: 
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DEFINITION 2.2. For Y c RP, 
p=sup Y iff (1-i) 
i 
92.~ foranyye Y 
(l-ii) if y’zy for any y E Y, then y’ 2 9, (Sl) 
pEPSup Y iff (2-i) B < Y 
for any y E Y, 
(2-ii) if y’<j, then there exists y E Y W) 
such that y’ <y, 
j E WPsup Y iff (3-i) B k Y 
for any y E Y, 
(3-ii) if y’ < j, then there exists y E Y P3) 
such that y’ < y. 
Remark 2.1. If we use the ordering cone D explicitly, these definitions 










(2-ii) F-B= Y-8, 
j E WPsup Y 
iff (3-i) (j+int D)n Y=QI 
(3-ii) j-int DC Y-int D. 
62) 
(S3) 
In the above definitions, sup Y is a point, while Psup Y and WPsup Y 
are sets. It is clear that Psup Y c WPsup Y. However, sup Y is not 
generally contained in Psup Y. The first delintion (Sl ) was used by 
Brumelle [l] and many others. The third definition (S3) was adopted by 
Nieuwenhuis [ 51. 
Noting that 
sup Y=max[cl(Y-R+)] 
when p=l, D=R,, and Y is bounded above, we may obtain other 
definitions of supremum. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a set YC RP, we define 
sup’ Y=max[cl( Y- D)] (Sl’) 
Psup’ Y = Pmax[cl( Y - D)] c32’) 
WPsup’ Y = WPmax[cl( Y - D)]. (S3’) 
Note that cl( Y - D) = cl( Y - int D). The definitions (S2’) and (S3’) are 
essentially equivalent to those given by Gros [2] and Kawasaki [3], 
respectively. 
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3. SOME PROPERTIES OF SEVERAL KINDS OF SUPREMUM 
In this section we will study some properties of supremum defined in the 
previous section. First, we may expect that the definitions with and without 
the prime are closely related to each other. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) If sup’ Y exists, then sup Y = sup’ Y. 
(2) WPsup Y=WPsup’ Y= [cl(Y-D)]\(Y-intD). 
ProoJ (1) Easy. (2) The proof of the fact WPsup Y= [cl( Y- D)]\ 
(Y- int D) can be found in Nieuwenhuis [S, Theorem I-171. Hence we will 
show that WPsup’ Y = [cl( Y - D)] \ ( Y - int D). First, if j E WPsup’ Y = 
WPmax[cl(Y-D)], then it is clear that p~cl(Y-D) and that $$Y- 
int D. Suppose conversely that 9 E [cl( Y - D)] \ ( Y - int I)) but not 
9 E WPmax[cl( Y - D)], Then there exists y E cl( Y - D) such that j < y, i.e., 
y E 9 + int D. Hence, for sufficiently small E > 0, y + EB c 3 + int D, where B 
is the unit ball in RP. Since y E cl( Y - D), there exists y’ E Y and d E D such 
that y’ - d E y + EB. Therefore y’ - d E j + int D, namely y’ - j E d + 
int D c int D. This implies that 9 E Y - int D and so leads to a contradiction. 
Hence 9 E WPsup’ Y and the proof is completed. 
Remark 3.1. ( 1) Unfortunately sup’ Y is rarely expected to exist. 
(2) There is no inclusion relation between Psup Y and Psup’ Y. 
For example, if 
Y={~~R21~~~1,~2~~}~{y~R21~,~0,y~=1) 
and if D = R: , then 
Psup Y= ((0, l)} and Psup’ Y= ((1, 1)). 
(3) Hereafter we do not discriminate between WPsup Y and 
WPsup’ Y, since they coincide by the above proposition. This property of 
WPsup Y is interesting. 
The following propositions are obvious. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Psup Y c WPsup Y and Psup’ Y c WPsup Y. 
PROPOSITIONS 3.3. (1) Zf sup YE Y, then sup Y = max Y. 
(2) Pmax Y= Yn Psup YI Yn Psup’ Y. 
(3) WMmax Y= Yn WPsup Y. 
Remark 3.2. The relation Y n Psup’ Y = Pmax Y does not always hold. 
In fact, in the example in Remark 3.1, 
Pmax Y= ((0, l)} and Psup’ Yn Y= 0 
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Now we shall study some properties of the definitions given above. It 
seems to be better that the definition of supremum satisfies those proper- 
ties. The most ineresting property is related to the existence of supremum 
and is called the axiom of continuity of real numbers in the case p = 1. This 
axiom asserts that a set which is bounded above has the supremum. 
Namely, if Y is a nonempty set and if there exists some YE R such that 
yz:y for all y E Y (i.e., such that Y CJ - R+), then there exists the 
supremum of Y. The assumption of boundedness can also be written as 
Y - R + # R or as Y - int R, # R. As an extension of this’ axiom, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. For a nonempty set YC RP, 
(1) there exists sup Y if and only if there exists j E RP such that j 1 y 
for all y E Y, 
(2) Psup’ Y# 0 if there exists j E RP such that j 2 y for all y E Y, 
andonly if Y-D#RP. Psup Y#Q/ only if Y-D#RP. 
(3) WPsup Y#@ ifandonly if Y-D#RP. 
Proof: (1) If sup Y exists, it satisfies the relation sup Yz y for all 
YE Y. Conversely suppose that the set 
~={~~R~~~~yforally~Y}={~~R~~~-YcD} 
is not empty. Consider the positive polar cone D* of D, 
D*={peRPI (~,d)~OforalldED}. 
Then, since D is a pointed closed convex cone, 
intD*={peRPI (p,d)>OforallnonzerodED} 
and it is not empty [7, Proposition 2.1.71). Take an arbitrary print D* 
and consider the minimization problem: 
minimize (p, y ) subject to y E y. 
Then this problem has an optimal solution, since the set 
is bounded and closed for an arbitrary YE y. We can prove that this 
optimal solution jj is equal to sup Y. In fact, if P ti y + D then there exists 
a nonzero d E D such that 9 - d E y. However, this implies that 
b.F-d)< <pL,P>, 
which contradicts the definition of j. 
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(2) If there exists j E RP such that j 2 y for all y E Y, 
Psup’ Y = Pmax [cl( Y - D)] # fzl 
due to Theorem 3.2.4 in Sawaragi et al. [7]. It is clear that 
Psup Y=Psup’ Y=@ if Y-D=RP. 
(3) This result is due to Nieuwenhuis [S, Theorem I-183. 
Remark 3.3. (1) Even when there exists j E RP such that j 2 y for all 
,v E Y, Psup Y may be empty. For example, let Y = {y E RP 1 yj < 0, 
i= 1 ,...,p} and D=RP,. Then Psup Y=fa, though YC -D=O-D. 
(2) Psup’ Y may not be empty when Y is not bounded above. For 
example,if Y={y~R*Iy~+~~=O}andD=R~,thenPsup’Y=Ywhich 
is not empty but unbounded above. 
Another interesting and important property of the supremum is the fact 
that it divides the whole real line into two parts in the case p = 1. This 
result can be extended to the multi-dimensional case only when we con- 
sider the weak Pareto supremum. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Nieuwenhuis [S, Lemma I-271). Zf WPsup Y # a, then 
RP=(WPsup Y)u(WPsup Y+intD)u(WPsup Y-intD), 
where the three sets in the right-hand side are disjoint. 
COROLLARY 3.1. If WPsup Y # 0, then 
YcWPsup Y-(int D)u (0). 
As a counterexample which shows that the theorem and corollary are 
not valid if we replace WPsup Y by Psup Y or Psup’ Y, we may consider 
the example in Remark 3.1. 
Taking these results into account, we may conclude that WPsup Y is the 
most appropriate as the definition of supremum of a set Y in RP from the 
mathematical point of view. Namely, it satisfies the extensions of the 
desirable properties of the ordinary supremum in the uni-dimensional 
Euclidean space. 
4. DEFINITION OF SUPREMUM IN RP 
In this section we redefine the supremum of a set not only in RP but also 
in the extended Euclidean space R p. In the uni-dimensional case (p = 1 ), 
we put sup Y = + 00 if Y is not bounded above and sup Y = - cc if Y is 
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empty. Moreover, these two imaginary points + co and -co are quite 
useful in optimization theory. Therefore we add + co and -co to the 
p-dimensional Euclidean space and denote the extended space by RP. These 
two points are defined as the points which satisfy the following for any 
YER~, 
-co<y< +a, +oo+y= +a, and -co+y= -co. 
Of course we assume that - ( + co ) = - co. The sum + cc - co is not con- 
sidered, since we can avoid it. 
Given a set Y c RP, we define the set A(Y) of all points above Y, and the 
set E(Y) of all points below Y by 
and 
A(Y)= {yERP 1 y>y’forsomey’E Y} 
B(Y)={yERPIy<y’forsomey’EY}, 
respectively. Clearly A( Y) c RP u { + cc } and B( Y) c RP u { - CC }. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Given a set Y c RP, a point j E RP is said to be a 
maximal point of Y if jj E Y and y 4 B( Y), that is, if y E Y and there is no 
y’ E Y such that y < y’. The set of all maximal points of Y is called the 
maximum of Y and is denoted by Max Y. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Given a set Yc RP, a point j E RP is said to be a 
supremal point of Y if j $ B(Y) and B(y) c B(Y),’ that is, if there is no 
y E Y such that y < y and if the relation y’ <y implies the existence of some 
y E Y such that y’ <y. The set of all supremal points of Y is called the 
supremum of Y and is denoted by Sup Y. 
Remark 4.1. (1) Max /zl= 0 and Sup /zr = {-co}. 
(2) - Max( - Y) = Min Y and - Sup( - Y) = inf Y, where minimum 
and intimum can be defined analogously to maximum and supremum, 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION 4.1 (cf. Proposition 3.3). Max Y = Yn Sup Y. 
ProoJ: If 3 E Yn Sup Y, it is clear that y E Max Y. Conversely, if 
y E Max Y, then j E Y\ B( Y). Since y E Y, B(j) c B( Y). Hence j E Sup Y. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. (1) Sup Y = ( - 00 ) if and onZy if B( Y) = 0. This is 
the case when and only when Y = 0 or Y = { - 00 }. 
(2) SupY={+co} ifandonlyifB(Y)=RPu{--CO). 
(3) Except the above two cases, Sup Yc RP. 
’ B( { 9)) is simply denoted by B(p). 
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Proof: (1) It is clear that R(Y) = @ when and only when Y = Qr or 
Y = { - cc }. It is also obvious that Sup Y = { - co } if B(Y) = 0. Finally, if 
Sup Y = ( -co >, then -co $ B(Y), which implies that B(Y) = 0. 
(2) If B(Y)=RPu {-co}, then sup Yc {+co}. Since 
B(+co)=RPu{-co}=B(Y), +co~SupY.HenceSupY={+co}.Sup- 
pose conversely that Sup Y = { + cc }. Then +co$B(Y) and 
B(+co)cB(Y). Since B(+co)=RPu{-co}), B(Y)=RPu(--CO). 
(3) Since -mcoy<++ for any yeRP, SupYcR” except the 
above two special cases. 
Now we shall consider a characterization of Sup Y as the maximum of 
the closure of B(Y) in RP (cf. Proposition 3.1). The above proposition 
suggests us to define the closure of B(Y) in Rp as follows: For Yc RP, let 
1 
I-c4 if B(Y)=@ 
clB(Y)= RP if B(Y)=RPu {--CO} 
cl[B(Y)nRP]u{-a~} otherwise. 
Here the symbol “cl” on the right-hand side means the usual closure in RP. 
Hereafter, in this paper, cl B(Y) means the closure of B(Y) in the above 
sense. This definition is almost the same as that given by Kawasaki [3]. 
LEMMA 4.1. B(c1 B(Y)) = B(Y). 
Proof: If B( Y) = 0 or B(Y) = RP u { - 00 }, the lemma is obviously 
true. Hence we consider the remaining general case. The point -cc is 
clearly contained in both sets. Thus let y E B(Y) and y # - co. Then there 
exists y’ E Yn RP such that y < y’. Hence 
ay+(l -C()Y’EB(Y) foralla,O<a<l. 
Taking the limit when a + 0, we can prove that y’ E cl B( Y) and so 
y E B(c1 B( Y)). Conversely suppose that y E B(c1 B( Y)) and y # - co. Then 
there exists a sequence {y”} cB( Y)n RP such that yk+ y’ and y< y’. 
Therefore, y < yk for sufficiently large k, and so y E B(Y). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Sup Y = [cl R( Y)] \ B( Y) = Max[cl B(Y)]. 
Proof. Since Max Z= Z\B(Z) generally, the right equality follows 
directly from Lemma 4.1. Hence we prove the left equality, namely that 
Sup Y = [cl B( Y)] \B( Y). Let j E [cl B( Y)] \B( Y). It suffices to consider 
the case where YE cl[B( Y) n Rp], since the proposition is trivial in the 
other cases. Then there exists a sequence (y”} c B( Y) n RP such that 
yk + j. For any y < j, we have y < yk for sufficiently large k. Hence 
B(f) c B( Y) and so j E Sup Y. Conversly suppose that 9 E Sup Y. Then 
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$4 B(Y) and B(j) c B( Y). Since we may assume that $E RP, for an 
arbitrary fixed d E int D, 
9 -tide B(9) c B( Y) for any tl > 0. 
By taking the limit when CI +O, we can prove that j~cl B( Y). Hence 
y E [cl B( Y)] \ B( Y). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Sup Y = Sup(B( Y)) = Sup(c1 B( Y)) 
ProoJ: From Proposition 4.3, 
Sup Y= Max[cl B(Y)], 
Sup(B( Y)) = Max[cl B(B( Y))], 
Sup(c1 B(Y)) = Max[cl &cl B(Y))]. 
Since B(B( Y)) = B(Y) clearly and B(c1 B(Y)) = B(Y) from Lemma 4.1, the 
above three sets coincide. 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf y E RP and d E int D, then there exists a positive number cq, 
such that y + ad E int D for all ~12 cc,,. 
Proof: If such ~1~ does not exist, we can take a sequence of positive 
numbers {ak} such that ak -+ +cc and y+ol,d$intD. Since intD is a 
cone, Y/Q + d$ int D. Noting that (int D)” is a closed set and taking the 
limit when k -+ co, we have d $ int D. However, this is a contradiction. 
F~OPOSITI~N 4.4. B(Y)= B(Sup Y). 
Proof. It is clear that B(Sup Y) c B( Y) from the definition of 
supremum. We shall prove the converse inclusion B( Y) c B(Sup Y). If 
Sup Y = { + cc } or { - cc }, the relation is obvious. In the other case, - cc 
is contained in both sets. Let y E B( Y) and y # -co. Then there exists 
y E RP n Y such that y < y. Take an arbitrary dE int D. Then there exists a 
positive number t10 such that y + crd# cl B( Y) for all CY > Q, since otherwise 
cl B( Y) ZJ RP (see Lemma 4.2). Thus we can define a finite nonnegative 
number I? by 
Z=sup(aI y+adEclB(Y)}. 
Then it is clear that y + Ede Sup Y= Max[cl B(Y)]. Since j < y 5 y + ad, 
we have proved that B( Y) c B(Sup Y). 
COROLLARY 4.2. Y c cl B( Y) = (Sup Y) u B( Y) = (Sup Y) u B( Sup Y). 
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Proof: It is clear that Y c cl B(Y). Since Sup Y = [cl B(Y)] \B( Y) from 
Proposition 4.3 and B(Y) c cl B(Y), 
cl B( Y) = (Sup Y) u B( Y). 
The last equality directly follows from Proposition 4.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.5 (cf. Theorem 3.2). R* = (Sup Y) u A(Sup Y) u 
B(Sup Y) and the above three sets in the right-hand side are disjoint. 
Proof: It is clear that the three sets are disjoint. Since 
(Sup Y) u B(Sup Y) = cl B( Y) 
from Corollary 4.2, it suffices to prove that y E A(Sup Y) if y$ cl B(Y). 
When Sup Y = { -00 } or { + co }, the above statement is obviously true. 
So we consider the remaining ordinary case. Since + co E A(Sup Y), we 
take y 4 cl B(Y) such that y # + cc and prove that y E A(Sup Y). Fix an 
arbitrary de int D. Since Y n RP # 0 in this case, y - adc B( Y) for suf- 
ficiently large c( > 0 by Lemma 4.2. Let 
E=inf(a>O/y-crdEB(Y)) 
and J =y - ctd. Showing that JE Sup Y completes the proof. Since 
j E cl B( Y) = (Sup Y) u B( Y), it s&ices to show that jj $ B( Y). If we sup- 
pose to the contrary that j E B( Y), then y - crd E B( Y) for some cx slightly 
smaller than Cr, which contradicts the definition of 2. Therefore jj$ B(Y) as 
was to be proved. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Zf Y, c Y, c BP, then 
Proof: 
sup Y, c (Sup Y,) u B(Sup Y,). 
Y,c Y,=B(Y,)cB(Y,) 
=-cl B(Y,)ccl B(Y,) 
a Sup Y, ccl B( Y,) ccl B( Y,) = (Sup Y2) u B(Sup Y,). 
LEMMA 4.3. (1) B(Y,+Y,)=B(Y,)+B(Y,)for Y,, YzcRP, whereit 
is assumed that the sum + CL, -co does not occur. 
(2) B(lJ,,, Yi)=lJi,,B(Y,)for YicRP (iEZ). 
Proof: These results are obvious. 
409,130X7 
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PROPOSITION 4.7. 
RP. Then 
Let F, and F, be set-valued maps from a space X to 
SUP 0 [F,(x)+ FAx)l= SUP 0 CF,(x)+Sup F,(x)l, 
xtx xtx 
where the sum + co - 00 is assumed not to occur. 
Prooj 
SUP u [F,(x) +J’h)l 
I E x 
u [F,(x) +Fdx)l 
.x’E x 
=SUP u W,(x) + F*(x)) 
( x E x > 
= SUP u [W,(x)) + W’,(x))1 
.x l x 
= SUP u [W,(x)) + WUP Fh))l 
XCX 
=SUP (j B(F,(x)+SupF,(x)) 
x E x 
= SUPB u CF,(x)+Sup F,(x)1 
( XGX > 
=SUP u CJ',(x)+Sup Fz(x)l 
.XtX 
(Corollary 4.1) 
(Lemma 4.3, (2)) 
(Lemma 4.3, (1)) 
(Proposition 4.4) 
(Lemma 4.3, (1)) 
(Lemma 4.3, (2)) 
(Corollary 4.1) 
COROLLARY 4.3. If F is a set-valued map from X to RF’, then 
Sup u F(x) = Sup u Sup F(x). 
XEX XEX 
Proof: Take F,(x) = (0) and F*(x) = F(x) in Proposition 4.7. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For Y,, Y, c RP, 
SUP(Y," Y*)=SuP(WP YI)" (SUP Yd). 
Proof. Take an arbitrary XE X, and let F(‘(x) = Y1 and F(x) = Yz for 
x # X in Corollary 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.5. Sup(Sup Y) = Sup Y for Y c RP. 
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Proof: Let Y, = Y2 = Y in Corollary 4.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Given a set Y c RP, 
Sup(Inf Y) = Inf Y, 
Proof From Corollary 4.2, 
Inf(Sup Y) = Sup Y. 
Inf Y c (Sup(Inf Y)) u B(Inf Y). 
Since (Inf Y) n B(Inf Y) = 0, Inf Y c Sup(Inf Y). Conversely, if y +! Inf Y, 
then y E A( Inf Y) u B(Inf Y) from Proposition 4.5. If y E B(Inf Y), then 
y $ Sup(Inf Y). If y E A(Inf Y), then y 4 cl(B(Inf Y)) and so y 4 Sup(Inf Y). 
Therefore Sup(Inf Y) c Inf Y. This completes the proof. 
The final proposition in this section provides a characterization of the 
supremum by scalarization under the convexity assumption. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Sup Y 3 U, t D*, 1Oi { j E cl B( Y) 1 ( p, j ) = SUP.~ E ,, 
(p, y ) > and the converse inclusion is also valid q cl B( Y) is a convex set. 
Proof A similar version of this proposition is known well (e.g., 
Sawaragi et al. [7, Chap 31) and the proof of this proposition can be easily 
modified from that of the existent result. Hence it is omitted here. 
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